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                    Let’s send Bob Brunton to Sacramento.
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              Change • Courage • Accountability • Leadership

				
		



"I love California! It is one of the most influential states and regions in the US and the World. I want to lead the state in making it the best in education, the environment, governance, and the economy."


  I believe a true servant leader thinks of the people he serves first with courage, transparency, and trust. I want to be the people's bridge builder for a better future for California."




              As an architect, Bob Brunton emphasizes the importance of master planning the future. When we use our time, money, and resources inappropriately, our future may be hindered by poorly designed communities. Thus, creating congestion and pollution, leading to a stressful lifestyle." 

                
                For over 12 years, Bob Brunton has been devoted to ensuring children and students have a safe and rewarding learning environment. "I advocate the best education possible for children and college students to achieve the American Dream."


                Bob Brunton is a proven leader who has extensive experience as an architect, financial planner, educational leader, and small business entrepreneur. His expertise qualifies him over all the other candidates to represent District 24 in the Assembly.


                The fiscal conservative Bob Brunton believes that government and non-profit organizations should be held accountable and transparent every four years to prevent waste and corruption. "I want the public to know their tax dollars are being legally used to serve all Californians."


                "The district has been my home for the past 40 years. During that time, I raised two children in the district. My wife and I established a foundation to provide music programs for all children."


                The practice of building wealth and retirement plans is among the specialties of Bob Brunton. As a licensed specialist in building and protecting client earnings for their health and retirement, "I believe that all laws should be equally enforced for all citizens. I have a fiduciary duty as your assemblyperson to ensure that the interests of my constituents are fully represented at the state capitol.

                
                California can be the best state if we all work together.
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              Education

              
                Bob Brunton is the only candidate working to improve education for all of our students by giving them choices to attend quality schools regardless of the income of their parents or the location of their home...
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              Transportation

              
                The Bay Area needs a vital, efficient, and effective mass transit system but it currently does not have one. Bob Brunton is the only candidate that knows how to greatly improve mass transit in our region and without raising taxes...
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              Safety

              
                Bob Brunton has plans to improve the civil court system to make it more cost effective and to make justice be fairer. He will advocate for providing a Public Defender for low- and middle-income people and small businesses...
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              Economics

              
                Here’s the plain truth: In California, we are not only taxed too much, we receive far too little for the money that we send to our government. The information we receive about our state and local governments’ finances...
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              Quality of life

              
                When it comes to housing, although almost everyone has an opinion, there’s no real consensus as to what the core problem is. What is certain is that the government is the major reason behind our major housing problems...
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              Please vote for me, Bob Brunton, as your candidate for Assembly District 24:

               Among all the candidates, I am the ONLY one who has REAL and PROVEN experience as an educational leader, business owner, and fiscal conservative.

              I will serve as your trusted servant leader in building a better California.
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              Support Bob's Vision for a Better Tomorrow

              
                Your contribution fuels our movement towards positive change. Together, we can make a real difference in the lives of our community members and shape a brighter future for generations to come. Your support is vital in helping us spread our message, engage with voters, and implement the policies that will drive progress.
              

              
                Your generosity fuels our campaign's momentum and brings us one step closer to realizing our vision for a brighter, more inclusive future. Every donation, no matter the amount, makes a meaningful impact. Join us today in shaping a better tomorrow for all.
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              Bob Brunton - Your Servant Leader for Assembly. For A Safer Santa Clara County
                


              
                Bob Is a proud member of the Non-Partisan Problem Solvers Caucus and other groups that advocate for solutions and minimizes politics.


              Bob Brunton is the member of the problem solvers caucus in California.


                https://caproblemsolversfoundation.com/


              The mission of the California Problem Solvers Foundation is to educate elected officials, legislative staff, and members of the public on policy issues and to encourage political leadership that puts the public good above partisan political ideology.


              Our goal is to create the infrastructure that will further leadership by “Problem Solvers” who are principled, pragmatic and committed to reaching across the aisle to address issues facing the California Legislature, and thus all Californians.


              The California Problem Solvers Foundation seeks to help develop leaders who find solutions reached through collaboration, not division, mutual respect, not partisan bickering, and that will work in service to the people they represent in districts across the State of California to move our state forward. It is time to put people over party.
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            Upcoming Events

            
              Stay informed for our upcoming events. I'll see you there! 
            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Vote Bob Brunton For Assembly
                  

                  Thoughts on Sales Tax

                  
                    Every pleasures is to welcomed pain avoided owing to the
                    duty the obligations of business.
                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    Vote Bob Brunton For Assembly
                  

                  Thoughts on improving Mass Transit

                  
                    Every pleasures is to welcomed pain avoided owing to the
                    duty the obligations of business.
                  

                

              

			  
                
                  
                    VoteBobBruntonForAssembly
                  

                  2020 CASC Forum - Bob Brunton, Candidate for State Assembly (District 25)

                  
                    The California Statewide Candidates Forum provides a virtual platform for candidates...
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                  Public Comments

                  
                    "It is time to repair and remodel our broken and out of date state government. It is time to prepare our state government for our future generations."
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                    Bob Brunton for CA Assembly, District 24
                    
                  

                

              

              
              
                
                  Public Comments

                  
                    "Bob Brunton is the most qualified candidate for District 24 in the State Assembly. My confidence in Bob is based on his 40 years as a business owner, which is a vital part of his foundation as a business leader. When I was president of the Milpitas Chamber of Commerce, I trusted him to build the district's economy. Our district and state need Bob to ensure the state budget does not hurt small businesses and lifestyles in our district. In the March 5 primary, I encourage you to vote for Bob Brunton.” 
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            Latest News & Articles

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              Event
              
                Assemblymember candidate Bob Brunton sets his sights on November election


              

            

          

        

        
          
            
              Event
              
                  Opposition to Proposition 16 Milpitas Rally and Car Parade.
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                24th March,2021
                Assemblymember candidate Bob Brunton sets his sights on November election
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                24th March,2021
                Opposition to Proposition 16 Milpitas Rally and Car Parade.
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                24th March,2021
                Bob Brunton would bring unity to state Assembly.
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                  My top goal is to be a candidate you can trust. My campaign is future focused, issue based with common sense holistic REAL solutions presented. I welcome your input on how to make the solutions even better.
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